
1 What are the first names of the characters played by John Travolta and Samuel L. Jackson in ‘Pulp Fiction’? Vincent/Jules=1pt each

2 Which American late 2000s cult series features a pie maker with the ability to bring things back from the dead? Pushing Daisies

3 What was the name of the 2005 sci-fi film, based on the 'Firefly' TV series? Serenity

4 Name the actor who starred in 'The Theory of Everything', 'The Danish Girl' and 'Les Misérables'? Eddie Redmayne

5 In 'Top Gun', what sport do Maverick and Goose play against Iceman and Slider? Volleyball

6 Which 1992 Disney film had the tagline 'It is not what is outside, but what is inside that counts'? Aladdin

7 ‘Bigger, Longer & Uncut’ was a 1999 film based on which animated comedy TV series? South Park

8 In the 1996 film 'Happy Gilmore', what is the name of the rival golfer whom Happy plays against in the climax of the film? Shooter McGavin

9 Which Alfred Hitchcock film featured Cary Grant being chased through a field by a crop duster? North by Northwest

10 What is the name of the high school Danny and Sandy attended in the 1978 film 'Grease'? Rydell High School

11 Which land animal would you find 'necking': establishing dominance by using its neck as a weapon? Giraffe

12 Oscitation is the medical term for what involuntary human reflex? Yawning

13 What is the chemical symbol for Sulphur? S

14 Barn, Elf, Burrowing and Screech are all types of what animal? Owl

15 In which country was the first nuclear weapon detonated? USA

16 True or false: The ‘pod’ from the word ‘podcast’ stands for ‘Playable On Demand’? False

17 Name the first woman to win the Nobel Prize, in 1903? Marie Curie

18 Which planet has a larger radius: Neptune or Uranus? Uranus

19 What type of animal is a tang? Fish

20 Does sound travel faster or slower as the temperature increases? Faster

21 Which exotic fruit sits on top of the men’s Wimbledon trophy? Pineapple

22 How many territories make up the area of North America in the board game Risk? 9=2pts, 7-11=1pt

23 In which sport would a player 'address the ball'? Golf

24 In London Monopoly, what colour are the properties of Leicester Square, Coventry Street and Piccadilly? Yellow

25 In which video game series would you play as the assassin 'Agent 47'? Hitman

26 What does TT stand for in relation to the motorcycle event the 'Isle of Man TT': A)Time Trial, B)Team Tour, C)Tourist Trophy? C) Tourist Trophy

27 In terms of distance, which has the longer World Record: Long Jump or Triple Jump? Triple Jump

28 Who did Muhammad Ali fight in the 1975 'Thrilla in Manila'? Joe Frazier

29 In cricket, what is the term for an over in which no runs are scored? Maiden

30 Also the name of an Arthur Miller play, which venue plays host to the World Snooker Championship? The Crucible

31 What is the non-standard unit of measurement used to measure the height of horses? Hand

32 Name the 4 letter river that flows through Russia and Kazakhstan into the Caspian Sea? Ural

33 Which eastern mystic religion did Madonna join in the 90’s? Kabbalah

34 ‘The Creation of Adam’, by Michelangelo, is found in which building? Sistine Chapel

35 Name the puppeteer, born in 1936, who created the sketch comedy series 'The Muppets'? Jim Henson

36 What species of tree is the primary source of the material cork? Oak

37 Which company makes the 'Stan Smith' shoes? Adidas

38 What was the name of the New York nightclub that Andy Warhol and others famously frequented during the 1980s? Studio 54

39 True or False: Disaronno contains nuts? False

40 What animal is on the emblem of the car company Lamborghini? Bull
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